
I am in a restaurant I thought to be completely empty but every table is full despite people having left the city to go on holiday. I even see that the owner has installed a metal beam across the room and there is a projector hanging in the middle. I then realize that he screens movies at night.

I am working in a mountain field where I want to build a cathedral. I have just been digging up hill and I need to move the earth down hill to make the terrain flatter. I do so by hand but then notice two wheelbarrows put against a tree. My assistants have left them there but they are now all rot.

I am seating at the end of a bus and we are almost arrived at destination when the French girl seating next to me turns around to kiss me. I really find her saliva disgusting and hope she is going to stop. She does so and says that my saliva was disgusting after I ate too many different dishes.

I am in our mountain village and see lighting just in front of us. I then call everyone to go back to their houses but a neighbour shows me that that is were the lighting will hit next. I see trees taller than the houses and don't believe him but either way lay down with my belly on the ground.

I am in an open air theater performing on the stage. It is made of a wooden construction and I manage to pull myself up to the to and then roll back down. One beam is actually rotten and breaks. The few spectators then comes to congratulate me and bring a black board to ask me how I did it. 

I am near my project museum when some people come to ask me to show it to them. I then bring it there by the whole museum has been moved into a museum. They have attached another sculpture to it and inside it became an office. I either way explain how it works but the tags are wrong.

I am in a warehouse working with my former Dutch colleagues. They are downloading some boxes our boss has ordered but the time to have lunch comes and they all disappear. I then stay alone to unpack the boxes filled with knee protections and the boss comes to congratulate with me. 

I am in an office trying to hand in a certificate. It lacks a signature and I just use the pen of a lady working there to add it. I then hear her talking with another guy who is missing a document and has to get it ready during the weekend. She then propose him to enter the office on a secret chair.

I am on a boat with another man I am supposed to work with. We reach a bigger boat and he introduced me to the two owners who run a cafe on the top. We actually have to work under the deck and have to run another cafe. They then explain how we should always try to prepare simple food.

I am in a disco looking at a girl teaching a guy how to dance. She is actually a professional dancer but he is only a amateur and doesn't even know how to hold her. He is supposed to make her spin but he is very clumsy and she starts spinning herself all over the disco even on top of a sofa.

I am in a parking lot talking to two family friends. Suddenly a black guy arrives with a yellow bus and the friends move out in disgust. I actually recognize a gay friend and go to greet him. I then tell him how much I would also like a van like his and try to ask him how much he paid for it.

I am with my kids by the side exit on an ancient church. They brought out a chair from it and I realize that it has fallen under a grid. I then get back in the church to see if I can find another chair by they are all too big. As I go out again I realize my sister has taken my children to a playground.

I am in a room with my Greek gay friend and his American boyfriend. They are showing a girl how they use two special oils for different things. I cannot understand why they don't use olive oil anymore and see that the girl is also using a peanut based oil as an alternative but it is also not good.

I am in my mountain village talking to my neighbours' son. He explains how he entered my barn and has been using my trimmer. I then expect him to say that it is a good model and I tell him that it is important to have a powerful motor but he disagrees and we start walking on the high grass.

I am in the bathroom with a beautiful girl with whom I am very much in love. As we look each other in the mirror I realize that we have identical curly hairs. She keeps her head over mine and I keep on looking and realize that she is actually my wife just much younger than after we married. 

I am running on a dirt road and reach an asphalted street. There is a gas station and I walk inside. There are two Italians walking out and I tease them saying they are going to see the national team playing an important game. There is another Italian inside but he is not going home to watch it.

I am in a museum with my old Swedish artist friend. He has just walked through the entire exhibition and has selected my work along with that of another artist. The latter has shown a big yellow button and my friend wants to make a further show where he combines the button with my work.

I am walking with a girl on grassland with a river spreading in small streams. We manage to cross them but as they get bigger we meet a guy living with reindeer. He uses special shoes to remove the snow and find the grass he can graze. He also gives me the instructions to make such shoes.

I am in the living room of our Dutch house and see a black gay guy approaching. I then go out to see what he wants and realize he has an oval ball and just want to land our ball that is round. I then agree although I promised my youngest son we will play football together in the afternoon.

I am with my wife in the car looking for a parking but the small lot where we are is full and she starts driving again. As we are in a highway my phone rings and I pick up without checking who is calling. It is my mother and I immediately hang up only telling her goodbye as if it was a farewell. 

I am playing in the national teal and wait by the goal when two other players from my team pass me the ball. I then try to hit it one time but do not manage and go back to hit it again. This time I actually score and then get back to our goal where there is no keeper and improvise myself one.

I am with my my old art professor in a factory where I am working. I then show him a section where some colleagues are producing colorful phone with cardboards but our leader just talks about how he was left by his boyfriend. I then take my professor back out and tell him about my project.

I am in a field removing the wooden poles I have put to delimit my project cathedral. An old cousin arrives and we go to the lavatory to wash our hands. She goes first and find a big piece of pooh. I actually poohed in the lavatory earlier but she just thinks it is pooh from my youngest son.

I am on a beach with my daughter digging a small but long trench. We are actually following the sea but there is a family sunbathing in front of us. We then start digging further away from them but then two boys of the family start to also dig towards us closing the gap we left of the trench.

I am in a meeting with the Italian president and explain to him what I am researching about. He seems very satisfied with my description but then reads in a thesis I made my disappointment with the state as an institution. He immediately calls his bodyguards and I am put in prison for good.

I am on a mountain with my youngest son. There are a lot of paths starting from there and he tells me that he wants to go on the one his mother takes. He is riding a toy car and I expect him to take a soft path to the right but he starts going down a steep one to the left until one wheel breaks. 

I am walking on a road going over a flat and green hill. We actually just bought an apartment at the end of it where it starts going down. The building is white and there are several other apartments there but I wonder why they did not build them in the field instead of building them there.

I am watching a film with two comedians. They are standing next to a road and see an old lady crossing it. They think she is a thief and it suddenly gets dark and they wear their police uniforms. They then start chasing the old lady but she is too fast and they never manage to capture her.

I am in an outdoor restaurant looking at a family getting a lot of fried pineapple. I am really revolted and just move out to an edge. There are some girls there and I show them my Greek friend arriving with a car. I then explain that we are buddies even though we are both married and with kids.

I am walking down a forest with a guy who is going on a bigger excursion. We actually reach a cabin and he asks the owner if he can borrow his screwdriver. The owner is in the bathroom and I mimic his voice but he gets very angry and I have to take my own screwdriver and cross the river. 

I am in a swimming pool training for a competition with the coach standing on one side. Opposite to her there are also two girls training and I propose to group together. We do so and get ready on the diving board to compete but the coach starts to sing a song instead of doing the countdown.

I am in the fashion store of a family friend in my native village. He is not surprised to see me and I just get undressed so that I can try some dungarees he is selling. As he tells me that he is closing down and that his daughters are retired he brings me a pair of shoes instead of the dungarees.

I am in our mountain apartment with my neighbour in bed. We are checking a package of cookies he wants to use for a cake but I also want to use it. My guest are arriving and I go out with the package to welcome them. An old neighbour is also there thinking my son is looking at her breast.

I am at a friends' restaurant and realize one of them is baking pizza. I then stand up to help him but he just puts the pizza in the microwave. His wife tells me instead to start handing napkins to the costumers using a yellow spray so that the napkins seem washed even though they are used.

I am following some friends up a mountain road. They have a profession grass cutter and I am impressed on how it can trim down the slopes. We are actually approaching my project museum and I beg one of them to also start cutting the grass there but she keeps cutting on the opposite side.

I am walking in a small village searching for a special pen for my daughter. It has to have ink that can be erased and I have already asked a small shop in town but they don't have it. I then go in a bigger shop and the lady working inside tells me they don't have it but she doesn't even look.

I am watching television with my wife although it is late and we should go to bed. There is a very ugly movie about a lady liking between the legs of an old lady. The latter has a yellow plastic bag covering her vagina and asks the younger lady if she has brought the money to pay for the licking.

I am walking up a mountain and see a Neapolitan friend walking the same path. I reach him and he explains to me that he is trying to reach the very top so as to find the right place where to heal the relationship with his new girlfriend. I then try to let him understand that the top is too far.

I am in a warehouse picking up a delivery. I purposely had it sent there because I knew they had a forklift to load it onto my truck and I expect the guy serving me to come with the forklift but he just shows up with a gray plastic bowl. I then realize that this is really what I have ordered.

I am in the living room of our Dutch house playing with my youngest son. He actually shows me there is a snake in his toys and I act like there is one even though I can only see a green worm. I then use a plastic coin to hit it hard and cut it in pieces but it is too hard and it doesn't break.

I am in the apartment of a Polish family. They have actually bought it near the hometown of the mother and I realize it is much bigger than the apartment I bought near my hometown. She also has two children but the apartment allows them to run in a circle through all the rooms.

I am walking down a parking lot and reach a gate. Two policeman are there to check if I have proper hiking shoes. I have a military pair but one of them thinks they are not good enough. The other one lets me go but warns me to be careful not to slip like other people wearing the same shoes.

I am carrying a big rock along a river and catch up with some other guys. We actually reach together a closed down shop and have no idea how to continue. I then start opening a few doors and realize that one of them has a staircase leading to another path. I then start climbing it up.

I am in a classroom doing an exam but have no idea how to answer. The teacher is not really paying any attention and a guy offers to help me. He then shows me how I have to pick two table games and put a red pawn on both. For the second answer I assemble the map of my oldest son's farm. 

I am in a hotel room feeling very itchy under my beard. As I try to scratch myself I realize I have two big pimple on my left cheek. I then walk to the entrance where I know there is a mirror and look at myself even though it is dark. I then see that my beard is all shaved and I look much younger.

I am at a restaurant with an old friend and tell him about another friend who married a French prince. I then tell him to look him up on his phone and we find pictures of the palace where they live. In one of the rooms there are actually pictures of me setting up a chair to work with my laptop.

I am in an apartment getting ready to go out with my wife. Our children are sleeping but our daughter starts getting delirious. Our son then also wake up and I realize that he together with another girl. They are actually boyfriend and girlfriend and just walk in his sister's room to assist her.

I am walking with my German friend down a valley. We are actually on a river bed and there is no water. He is very worried that it will be again a too dry summer but I see that there is a lot of snow on the sides of the valley and that it will eventually melt and make much water for the river.

I am walking in a city with my youngest son. We are about to turn left on a narrow road when I see an Italian shop selling fried rice balls. I then ask the guy working there for one he can recommend to my son. He just gives me some loose rice for him and then a very expensive rice ball for me.

I am in a house talking to my old mountain neighbour. An old cousin is also there and I tell them how I put very little wood in the stove to keep our house warm. I then go to the bathroom but pee over the toilette seat. As I am cleaning it with some paper my cousin comes and gives me a spray.

I am with a man walking to a garage where we left our car. We have to take a long journey south and he seems to tired. I then tell him that I can drive and then make a big jump down a staircase over a group of skaters. They are not impressed and they prepare to make more acrobatic jumps.

I am installing a door in our Dutch house. There is actually two doors I have to put on top of one another but realize that I have installed the first door in front of the heater. I then try to attach the second door over the garden door but there are no hooks and just install it over the heater.

I am in an old car with my wife and let her drive from a Brazilian city to a lake. She actually goes very fast and I am quite afraid but in the end we reach a village by the lake and she has to stop for a pooh. We then get in a cafe' but there is no toilette and on the way out I notice the blond owner.

I am in a pharmacy with my youngest son and ask the guy working there for some proteins. I want to grow my muscles and he actually has big bucket for sale. He also has some nut packages that he wants to get rid of and I pick a few. I then get ready to pay but the bill is extremely high.

I am with a girl next to the field where I want to build a cathedral. I am putting cables across a road so that they can be powered by a battery. I then realize that people can step over it and find a better spot at the end of the field. As I put the cable there I realize there are buildings all around.

I am waiting in a small tourist village when I actually see my parents arriving by bike with my twin sister. It has been a long time since we haven't seen each other but I either way find a table inside where to eat together. As we seat my sister immediately accuses me for not talking to them.

I am in an attic with the Italian Fascist leader. She is looking at my watercolour illustrations and tells me she also does them. I then wonder how can she do them if she has to also take care of her career but she also starts wondering what kind of career I can have if I waste my time with them.

I am in the garden of our Dutch house setting up some textile to make a cement sidewalk. As I lift my head I see the evil hunter who tried to block my project museum. He is walking down one of the neighbours gardens and I start to insult him. I finally decide to stand up and we begin to hug.

I am in a room with a little girl. I want to keep her quiet and just roll a banknote and tell her to go get whatever she wants as long as she behaves well with me. She then goes out on her own and I follow her to a bank where I realized I just gave her some Indian money. They are still valid.

I am walking in a park and cross a bridge into a small island where I want to hide my project museum tags. There is a young goat there and it keeps on coming close to me. I then cross back into the mainland but it follows me and I try to get rid of it walking through a narrow path with bikes.

I am getting inside my old Dutch workplace that is late already. My Austrian colleague is still working on her laptop and I get mine out to see whether I can use the printer. As I get ready to try my boss actually comes to plug his own laptop on a socket above my head but he doesn't greet me.

I am having a video conference with my spiritual friend who advises me for a nice Indian village in the very south. His brother is also there and he shows me the very river bungalow where he is staying. He then tells me the price and I realize it is not cheap as I thought and I cannot afford it. 

I am below an ancient village built on a hill and ask a local where I can find an hardware store. He tells me that I can get a bus on the other side of the village or I can go in a valley on the opposite side. I explain to him that I was recently in that valley and the olive trees there got underwater.

I am  in front of a palace shaking hands with old people. Some of them have dementia and come back to shake my hands but one them is an expert on the palace and I tell her how original I find. She doesn't understand and I point at the frontal portico and the tunnel going into a big temple.

I am in the terrace of a cafe with my wife. We are actually seating next to radio explaining how a the female swimming champions has pushed the male champion underwater. The latter never reemerged but she kept on smiling in front of the camera and was never prosecuted for the crime.

I am with my wife driving our new van very fast through the city. The engine light in the dashboard turns on and I realize we just bought the van second hand and it might have a severe problem. Instead of stopping I just drive much faster and don't care even if the roads are getting tighter.

I am with two curators talking about my project. I explain to them how it was all designed based on a imaginary cathedral. They want to see it and I show them an animations I made but the columns are standing up on their own and there are screens on the top showing different artworks.

I am outside a big workshop with my youngest son. I see some my old Norwegian friend going inside and we also get in. My old Greek friend is showing other people how to laser cut paper and make an old fashion beamer with it. A prototype is already built and I see it works with a smartphone.

I am on a road waiting a bus to go to the airport. I still have to wait a long time and I just run down the road to the next bus stop. I then see that there are flight attendants waiting on the opposite side and realize it is much faster to take the bus there. As I seat next to one the bus arrives.

I am walking in an old city when I meet two fathers of my daughter's classmates. They are actually biking and we proceed together but soon there are a group of gypsies blocking the door. The boss is actually wearing a leather jacket I gave him when he was begging in front of my former job.

I am in a small apartment where I am supposed to live but it is very dirty. I then start cleaning up the kitchen and see a big ant on the wall. It is moving even though is very cold and I decide to kill it. I actually squeeze but there are a lot of eggs inside and some of the have already hatched. 

I am in a car with my wife driving down a straight road to a village. The road stops there and we start looking for a pharmacy. As we walk we find a place with very beautiful roofs. They have a lot of decorations and I realize the biggest is a giant Hindu temple with a big mountain right behind it.

I am on a sidewalk behind an old woman who has a nice ass but an ugly face. We are actually both going to the same butcher and she gets serves by the owner while I talk to his assistant. The latter is an handicapped politician and I admit to her that I need meat for a dinner with her friends.

I am on a beach with a couple who is going to drive my wife and I down to another beach. I then ask them if they are going to stay there with us and they confirm. The  guy then goes swimming with the locals. He speaks their language but he is much darker and it would be better if I spoke it.

I am with a friend seating at a table in a small square. As I stand up to stretch my legs I realize that there are surveillance cameras pointed at us. They are from the Turkish embassy and I see one of their soldiers coming out with an automatic weapon. They must be thinking we are terrorists.

I am on a boat docked in a harbor but see that it is leaving and I immediately jump out. There are some guys waiting for me and I realize I have to take them to my project museum. I then get to the other side of the harbour and jump on a platform. As I wait for them they bring me fried cheese.

I am walking with my family on the road leading to our mountain village. My youngest son has actually a dog on a leash but our neighbours are not impressed. They also bought a new dog and as we get in the village it suddenly jerk its head and bites my left hand but I manage to move it out.

I am in an old blue jeep with a guy driving and I realize he just sold it to me. I then look around and see that it is damaged but I hope that the engine is in good conditions. I then ask him to try some special gears and as he switches through them I hear a prerecorded voice announcing them.   

I am with my Norwegian old friend removing canes from the ditch behind my Dutch house. As we put them in the back of a small truck a guy comes to see what we are doing but my friend accidentally hits him with a cane. The guy starts getting very nervous and in the end beats my friend up.

I am inside a very big bookstore when I see that one of the son of the owner is staying under the roof. As he comes down he looks at the art book I ma about to buy but I ask him whether he has a hammock where he was. He then shows me the insects he gets sleeping there and catches one. 

I am with my wife in our Dutch house bathroom. We just got a lot of money from my parents and I propose her to put them in a metal box. We then walk out with it to hide it but my parents are already upstairs tidying up our bed. I then keep in our children room but my stepfather joins me.

I am in a park and seat on a bench to update my project when some gypsies arrive. They want to get my bag but I don't allow it and manage to pack everything and leave. They are also quick and follow me even though I warn them I have a knife. They don't care and I just cut one in the chin. 

I am at a car dealer and realize that they have already inspected our car. There is transparent tape over all the scratches and I tell a guy working there that we can even give them some accessories. He then recalculate the price they can buy it for but it turns out to be much lower than before.

I am in the garden of some hunters eating some food I brought with me on an aluminum dish. It is quite dirty and I realize that it is the same dish my old neighbour uses for her chicken. I then just leave it there and just walk out but my other neighbours give me my daughter's pants she forgot.

I am in a mall looking for a suit I should wear for a wedding. I actually find a nice white jacket but there is a skirt attached to it. An Arab man shows me a mirror where I can see myself with the jacket on but I realize that I also look like a Muslim and the skirt is anyway going under my shoes.

I am in the attic of our Dutch house working on the computer when I see that my mother is calling me. I then answer her for the first time in years and she acknowledges that we weren't able to meet over Christmas. I don't really have anything to say about it and don't wish to meet her again.

I am in an big empty station with my best friend. We are at one end leaning against the wall when a blond girl comes by. My friend starts to flirt with her and she leaves but my friend grabs her from behind and starts to carry her to the opposite side. I then realize his wife is also waiting there.

I am in market with my youngest son when we see two red haired girl dressing like ducks. They are being very naughty and just pick up from the stands they pass whatever they find. One of them even gets a drink but then turns it around and spits it against my son who is calling on her. 

I am walking with some parents just outside my parents' old village. We have to reach another village to pick our children up from school but we are going on a road too much to the east. At last we find a straight road going north to the right village and I realize that it crosses a beautiful forest. 

I am in an empty clinic and decide to ask the secretary for an appointment to get my back fixed. The doctor is already there and starts feeling my back with an hand. Suddenly he pushes his body against mine so that my back gets straighten but I almost did not feel anything happening to it.

I am seating on a round table with other people. There are two female artists with us and we discuss about a book they have been publishing. I then tell them honestly that it is full of mistakes and they should have got someone to read it. They then say admits that they even had six editors.

I am in a hotel at night when my oldest son leaves to take the airplane back to his home. I then check my calendar and realize that he should have stayed two more days. I go to the terrace to try to call him but see that he also realized the mistake. He is coming back but car hits him gently.

I am in my mountain village playing outside with my children and see that there is an old toy car they can play with. I then fetch it for them but it is very rusted. There is even a starting button but my neighbour comes and shows me that it activates an engine underneath to cut the grass with.

I am checking my new phone and realize that my stepsister has written me. I am really bewildered and wonder how she ever found my new number. She actually writes it herself that her contact list has been automatically updated with it. I had no idea and even consider changing phone again.

I am crossing over a hill with my oldest son. We are actually going to an airport but realize that I have left my bag behind at our hotel. I then tell him to go ahead while I run back to fetch it but he follows me and I find his mother also in our room. The latter just hangs there without helping.

I am in a village in the mountains and start following some young couples down a path covered in snow. They are actually all going to see a small farm for sale and I run ahead of them. I actually reach a river with a cemetery on the other side built on a rock. I film it but it moves with the river.

I am checking my phone and realize that one of my social media accounts is still active. I try to delete the people I don't know and find several pictures of a very ugly woman showing her breast. As I try to delete them a girl next to me starts asking me whether she should leave her boyfriend.

I am outside our Dutch house cleaning up the sidewalk when guests arrive. I then unplug an electric cable and listen to the tall blond boyfriend of our baker telling me how to put a special setting on the central heater. I let him do it but he just takes a machine to drill two big holes through it.

I am in a cave with my Neapolitan friend when one of his kids throws his expensive headphones at him. He doesn't get upset but just lays on a bed waiting to be hugged by all his sons. Only one came but the others want to go back to their mother. I then also get out of the cave with them.

I am at a festival and get the great idea of producing hand rolled cigarettes. I talk about it to a Spanish guy and he immediately cross a metal gate to talk on the phone with a factory he knows producing a very good type of paper. I let him go ahead even though it was just a momentary idea.


